
HOW TO WRITE A RADIO NEWS SCRIPT

In some ways, radio is easier than TV broadcasts as you only need to focus in on the audio aspect of the production.
Learn how to write radio news scripts!.

Alexander Goldfarb's his friend. It is for a news show that needs to deliver just the facts. Learning about
broadcast sentence-structure is one of the foundations for developing effective skills at radio newswriting.
This is the second time in recent days civilians have been urged to act as human shields at the homes of
militants in Gaza. When reading over the script, check for ambiguity and clarity. Avoid potentially ambiguous
terms like "he" if more than one person is referenced in the news story. Be sure that you are writing sentences
with subjects that are doing things and not subjects that are merely receiving actions. After all, the event is
live, so a script can certainly come in handy if you are ever at a loss for words. Writing a script for your live
event is a great way to ensure that you are prepared. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. In the city, the
one hundred share index is down 33 at  Basics of writing for radio news broadcasts byPersianeditor icfjorg Jun
26 in Miscellaneous Even though commercial radio broadcasting has been around for less than a century, radio
listeners have come to expect their newscasts to be written in a particular way. Sorry, but copying text is
forbidden on this website! Your scripts should not be longwinded as it becomes difficult for the listener to
remember what exactly you are talking about and what the point of the story is. Introduce the Audio With
radio broadcasting news stories, you are going to have recorded audio segments. Writing in passive voice
weakens your writing and makes listeners less interested in what you have to say. Present the script to a
copy-editor that might find mistakes you overlooked. However, a radio news script is not for a talk-show. The
recording is the middle segment of your story. First up is a story about [Insert Story Topic here]. These
"relatives" interrupt the flow of the sentence and should not be used in broadcast newswriting. Avoid your
relatives Relative clauses start with words such as "who," "which" or "where" and provide additional
information about a noun in a sentence. Sign up here for our weekly newsletter Subscribe. The government's
putting more money into a pupil mentoring scheme in schools to try to stop bullying. This way, you can
introduce the audio with your short bit of information and offer a conclusion with your script as well. Describe
that object doing something. At a news conference, Mr Blair said the people of Afghanistan deserved to live in
a proper democratic state. Fact check. Writing News Radio Scripts o 1 Write in all capitals and double spaced.
Step Four Write a lead sentence. Always read a script aloud before it's aired. The alarm was raised when they
failed to turn up at a meeting point. He'd met a contact to try and expose who murdered a reporter who'd
heavily criticised the Russian President Vladamir Putin. Step Seven Format your script in accordance with
basic radio script guidelines which may vary from radio station to radio station. First and foremost, radio news
scripts are written for listeners, not readers or viewers. A scripting error on a cold read can be disastrous for
the broadcaster. Indent all paragraphs. Similarly, if there are certain stories, news pieces, topics, etc. It's
thought may have been caught in an avalanche. This is the standard format for broadcast scripts, as it's the
easiest format for the broadcaster to read. Radio news stories are typically to words, based on the amount of
time dedicated to the story. Once someone questions it, you have lost them forever. Radio 1 Newsbeat A
former Russian secret agent's critically ill after claims he was poisoned An ex-Russian spy's under police
guard in hospital after claims his government's tried to kill him in a London restaurant.


